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VI. RECEIVING

A. Receiving Process
When students are assigned to check in new merchandise, they should not be permitted to check in the merchandise
using packaging slips or invoices.  A blind check procedure should be utilized which requires students to write
down the quantities and descriptions of the items received.  After the blind check, students bring the results to the
store manager for the final comparison with a packaging slip and/or invoice.  If the student does not have prior
knowledge of the quantities and description, the opportunity to remove merchandise from the shipment has been
eliminated.  Another technique is to remove items before the students check in the merchandise and see if they
notice the difference.  A lot of merchandise has been damaged because students did not realize how deep a razor
knife cuts.  In the beginning of the year, new students should be shown the proper method to open boxes.  Other
effective measures include establishing check-in procedures that are to be followed by all students and job rotation.

This information must be accurate as your billing amount depends on it.  There are many methods that may be used
to check merchandise, such as the blind check, direct check, dummy invoice check, or port check.  Select the one
that is most comfortable and easily understood by you and your students.  Keeping it easy assures accuracy which
later helps in prompt payment of invoices.  Also, check that merchandise arrives in salable condition.  If it is
damaged or soiled, notify the company at once for adjustment or replacement.

B. Stocking and Ticketing
After you have checked in the new merchandise, the next phase is to ticket the merchandise and either bring the
merchandise to the selling floor or put it into “back stock” until it is ready to be brought to the sales floor.

Many different methods may be used for various kinds of merchandise.  Universal price codes (UPCs) are widely
used in business today for tracking merchandise.  The UPCs are parallel bars and a row of printed numbers that once
scanned describes the merchandise and it’s price.

If your system is not as sophisticated, one may use an adhesive ticket, pin ticket, or plastic string ticket.  Have your
student fill out the ticket using its sku (stock) number, size and price.  Your cost code may also be implemented on
the ticket.  Having all merchandise priced and ticketed is essential for smooth daily operations.  Implementing a
system of ticketing your merchandise aids in your daily tracking of merchandise and inventory.  One needs to know
what merchandise is selling and what items are slow movers.

C. Handling Discrepancies
When receiving merchandise into your school store, it is critical to check off merchandise against the packing slip
located either outside or inside the package.  A receiving form may also be used to cross-reference the incoming
merchandise against the vendor's invoice.

D. Handling Returns/Damaged Products
Check that merchandise arrives in salable condition.  If it is damaged or soiled, notify the company at once for
adjustment or replacement.  If you are buying merchandise that is easily broken, you should check with your
supplier and make sure that they accept returns.  If you receive merchandise that is broken, you should call, or email
the vendor and report the mishap.  From there they will inform you of what you have to do.  Usually, they will
issue a “call tag” or a Return Authorization Number.  Some vendors will just accept the report of the damaged item
and will advise you to discard of it, and then they will issue you a credit memo to that invoice.

Try to gather as much information as possible regarding the vendors’ policy on damaged merchandise.  Your goal is
to ensure that the vendors will credit your account for any damages occurred during shipping.  You certainly do not
want to pay for merchandise that you will not be able to sell.
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